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Abstract
Personalized orthopaedic casts largely improve the comfortability and functionality for patients compared
to classical plaster casts. Current attempts on the geometric modelling of customized casts have not taken
the swelling of the patients’ broken extremities into account that causes a gradual deformation during the
healing process. Thus, the shape of the injured body parts is not constant during wearing a cast, but may
change along with a decreasing swelling. In this paper, we propose a framework for generating 3D printed
personal casts that consistently fit and adapt to such deformations and allow to use a single cast throughout
the whole healing process. The cast consists of two layers, an outer rigid layer, which provides enough
strength and protection of the body parts and an underlying flexible layer that o↵ers adaptability to the
deformations. Both layers can be fabricated with standard 3D printers and easily be assembled around
the injured body parts. We show a number of 3D printed results and demonstrate the e↵ectiveness of our
approach.
Keywords: Orthopedic casts, Consistent fitting, Personalized casts

1. Introduction
Orthopaedic casts are shells that encase portions of the human body to immobilize injured bones for
rehabilitation, which are high demanded for personalized design in modern society. Traditional plaster casts
expose disadvantages in both the design as well as the manufacturing stage, due to various practical problems
occurring for individual patients. Recent advances of digital fabrication techniques make it possible to create
patient-specific 3D-printed casts at reasonable costs. Current design processes, however, still heavily rely on
experts and are usually done manually, which is too inefficient for meeting the rapidly-increasing practical
requirements.
Recently it has been shown that 3D printing techniques can be efficiently used to produce personalized
casts for various purposes, e.g., orthopedic cast design Kelly et al. (2015), functionality-aware mechanism
retargeting Zhang et al. (2017a) as well as rapid prototyping Li and Tanaka (2018). Existing approaches
take sustainability, ventilation, comfort sensitivity as their objectives, and employ structures like lattice
patterns Lin et al. (2016); Li and Tanaka (2018) or Voronoi tessellations Zhang et al. (2017b) to make the
cast lightweight, ventilated and with controlled sti↵ness.
However, current automatic geometric modeling methods for orthopedic casts design do not take the
swelling process into account. In most cases, swelling occurs around the injured body parts, caused by an
aggregation of body fluids, tissue growth, or an abnormal movement or repositioning of the tissue. During
the healing process, the swelling decreases gradually, which causes a deformation of the body shape under
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the cast. Thus, rigid orthopedic casts may loose their contact to the underlying body parts, and in the worst
case even might lose their protection. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the deformation of injured body
parts in the design of customized casts in order to keep their fitness and functionality.
In this paper, we aim to design personalized casts that o↵er both sti↵ protection and consistent fitting, to
the injured body shape, along with ventilation and wearing comfort. In contrast to existing approaches Lin
et al. (2016); Zhang et al. (2017b), we take shape deformation caused by swelling as an additional constraint
into account. To fulfill these goals, we propose a double-layered structure for 3D printed customized orthopedic casts. We first scan the injured body part and then design the two layers of our cast separately.
The outer layer is rigid, created by optimized Voronoi tessellations restricted on the surface and B-Spline
curve controlled carving, to provide sti↵ness and protection while keeping the structure lightweight. The
inner layer is flexible, close to the skin, formed by well-designed deployable structures, to o↵er a consistent
tight fitting to the body shape along the deformations caused by swelling. Both layers can be fabricated by
standard 3D printers and can be easily assembled on the injured body parts. The main contributions of our
approach are as follows:
• we propose a fully automatic framework for geometric optimization on given shapes and deformations
to build adaptable personalized casts;
• we include the deformation of body shapes caused by swelling during wearing an orthopedic casts into
our design;
• we achieve both sti↵ness and flexibility of the casts via a 3D printable double-layer geometric structure.
2. Related Work
Personalized casts. For years, orthopedic casts were custom-built by o↵-the-shelf, fixed-sized, ready-made
splints, usually with Velcro straps to adjust the size for individual patients. Such splints are bulky and may
cause itchy and smelly feelings for the patients. Using 3D scanning and printing techniques, designers have
made highly personalized orthopedic casts. A 3D scan of the injured body parts is obtained and then the
casts is designed with distributed cancellous holes, for protecting the injured area and producing comfort
for wearing. The casts are ventilated, lightweight, hygienic, and to a certain degree also aesthetic Evill and
Evill (2013); Karasahin (2014). However, the modeling process involves heavy manual editing of the 3D
models, which requires highly experienced designers.
Kim and Jeong (2015) propose a hybrid model that separates the plastic cast into two parts, the 3D
printed inner frame and an outer cover manufactured by injection molding. The combination of 3D printing
and molding helps to lower the fabrication cost, although the ventilation is not considered here. To optimize ventilation and strength-to-weight properties of the casts, honeycomb patterns are carved out of the
surface Zhang et al. (2017b); Ahsan and Khoda (2018). Moreover, Zhang et al. (2017b) take the thermal
comfort into consideration and integrate this factor for optimizing the geometry of the cast shapes.
Lin et al. (2016) model uniformly distributed ventilation holes on the cast surface. They obtain a tight
contact with the skin by adjusting the opening gap of the cast via standard Velcro straps. Similarly, Li
and Tanaka (2018) introduce a design system for modeling rigid splints and use screws and Velcro straps
for fastening the splint and adjusting its fit with the skin. Both methods only achieve global and largescale fitness, but do not provide fine accommodation on local deformations caused by inflammations and
swellings. We address these problems, especially the lack of a fine grain control over the adaptation to local
deformations, and propose a computational solution to automatically model consistently fitting orthopedic
casts.
Computationally design of flexible structures. Researchers came up with various methods for generating
flexible structures to represent or approximate target shapes, and physically realized their models via 3D
printing or traditional manufacturing methods. Impressive works are found for computing planar patterns for
compression garments and braces Wang and Tang (2007, 2010) with both physical and geometric objectives.
A group of work deals with stretchy materials such as rubber balloons Skouras et al. (2012), soft materials
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Figure 1: Given the 3D scanned models on injured and counterpart normal body parts (a), our framework generates the rigid
outer cover (b) and the flexible inner layer (c) individually. The two layers are 3D printed and assembled as the orthopaedic
cast that produces durable fitting on the skin (d).

with reinforced fibers Connolly et al. (2016) or embedded chambers Ma et al. (2017) to reach a desired
deformation. Skouras et al. (2014) construct inflatable structures by fusing together flat sheets of nearly
inextensible materials. Zhang et al. (2016b) compute a slightly stretched flattenable mesh surface that
approximates the given shape with controlled strain of stretching.
Deployable structures have received much attention and been widely utilized in storage or transport
thanks to the capabilities of transition between two or more geometric configurations, like Chebyshev
nets Garg et al. (2014), origami patterns Dudte et al. (2016), and scissor structures. Zhang et al. (2016a)
propose 2D linkages out of scissor units for designing deployable objects with two specified shapes. Zheng
et al. (2016) create 3D scissor linkages that resemble user-provided 3D shapes at the most expanded state,
and ensure a collision-free expansion path for sparse wireframe designs.
Konaković et al. (2016) introduce a design tool for fabricating curved target surfaces by cutting auxetic
patterns into flat sheets. The method uses a uniform, fully closed initial 2D state and achieves its target
state with variable partial openings. Proper deployment thus requires a guiding surface and precise manual
alignment. To enable the deployment without guide surfaces, Konaković-Luković et al. (2018) directly
program the target surface geometry into the flat 2D rest state. The spatially varying initial openings in
2D can be automatically deployed towards the target surface by inflation or gravitational loading. In the
final deployed state, the material cannot expand any further. However, this feature is not acceptable in our
setting. I.e., if the 2D linkage is of full expansion or close to it, the “underlying” tension is limited, resulting
in loose contact with the target surface if the structure shrinks.
3. Overview
Besides being sti↵ for protection and flexible for fitting over the whole healing process, 3D printed
customized casts have a number of requirements: they should be lightweight, well-ventilated, aesthetically
pleasing and easy to wear. This renders the personalized cast modeling to a multi-objective optimization
problem.
We propose a double-layer structure to reach these requirements. The outer layer takes the responsibility
for sti↵ness and protection. It is created from the optimized Voronoi tessellations with smooth holes in it,
while the inner layer is made from planar polyhedral patterns, is worn close to the skin, and consistently
fits the skin along together with its shape changes. Both layers are fabricated individually via standard
FDM-printers and assembled afterwards on the body of the patient.
As input we take a 3D-scanned model of the injured body part and its counterpart region as the normal
state (most fractures happen in arms and legs, thus we always have a counterpart), see also Fig. 1a. The two
layers are independent from each other in the optimization process and thus can be generated separately.
The rigid/outer layer is produced by an optimized Voronoi tessellation (Fig. 1b), which is followed by
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Figure 2: Pipeline for generating the hollowed rigid cast layer: (a) temperature di↵erence map of full cover and neutral state;
(b) the corresponding centroidal Voronoi tessellation; (c) hollowed cast surface by B-Spline curve in each Voronoi cell; (d) the
fabricable, solid cast with uniform thickness.

a hollowing procedure formulated by B-Spline curves. Similar to Zhang et al. (2017b), the optimization
takes strength, ventilation and lightweight as objectives by considering the thermal dissipation. Specifically,
we map the thermal-comfort sensitivity to an underlying density map and compute a Centroidal Voronoi
Tessellation (CVT) Liu et al. (2009) on the scanned surface. After constructing a non-uniform distribution
of the Voronoi cells, we compute the porous structure by creating holes along B-Spline curves in the cells.
To further enhance the strength of the rigid cast in order to resist external forces, we perform a structural
analysis and optimization on the thickness to obtain a smooth, stable and comforting cast layer.
For the inner layer, we employ an auxetic linkage structure Konaković-Luković et al. (2018) to provide
elasticity for a consistent fitting (Fig. 1c). The inner layer is a planar linkage of rigid triangles connected
by rotational joints at their vertices that could be fabricated as a flat piece. The computation of such a
structure includes three steps: First, we regard the inflated surface as the target and construct an initial
planar regular meshing, 2D linkages and 3D linkages following the pipeline proposed by Konaković-Luković
et al. (2018). Then we adapt a 3D linkage optimization and generate two optimized 3D linkage structures
taking the inflated surface and the normal surface as the target. Lastly, we map the linkage structures to
the plane and optimize the 2D linkage structures under the constraints that their elasticity is always larger
than zero. In the final step, we assemble the two separate layers to a consistently fitting orthopedic cast
(Fig. 1d).
4. Modeling of the rigid layer
After obtaining the 3D scanning data of the patient, the medical doctor empirically defines the region
that needs to be fixed and protected. We assume that there will be no deformation or dislocation of the two
end boundaries of the cast, so within the process of rehabilitation these areas can be used to keep the cast
immobile. Suppose that the injured surface is S, we generate an o↵set mesh So by the thickness of the inner
flexible layer. The computational modeling of the rigid layer is now performed in this displaced So domain.
Fig. 2 shows the basic pipeline for modeling the rigid cast layer on the arm.
4.1. CVT-governed distribution
For the rigid layer design, we adopt the aforementioned porous structure based on a centroidal Voronoi
tessellation for air-exposure and lightness which converts the optimization into a strength-to-weight problem Lu et al. (2014) while considering thermal comfort.
Similar to Zhang et al. (2017b), we employ the Voronoi tessellation for generating the optimized partition
of the surface. In contrast to them we directly integrate the thermal constraints in the optimization of the
centroidal Voronoi tessellations (CVT) Liu et al. (2009), by mapping the thermal-comfort sensitivity to the
4
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Figure 3: Illustration of 2D CVTs governed by temperature sensitivity. On the left are the density map (red color indicates
high thermal sensitivity and low density value) and on the right the associated Voronoi diagrams. a) uniform sensitivity; b)
non-uniform sensitivity.

underlying density map. We follow the rationale in Zhang et al. (2010) as well as procedures in Zhang et al.
(2017b) to obtain a temperature distribution function on nude skin when the human body feels neutrally
warm and the skin fully covered, represented by ⌧ (x) and u(x) respectively, for point x on the surface. Then
the thermal-comfort sensitivity C(x) is formulated as:
C(x) =

12
1+e

↵(u(x) ⌧ (x))

8.

(1)

The parameter ↵ is 0.7 for the forearm and 0.4 for the lower leg following Zhang et al. (2017b). As
u(x)
⌧ (x), the thermal-comfort C(x) ranges from -2 to 4. Here, a high sensitivity value indicates big
variations in temperature, and thus need a large area of the cell and hollowing space. Therefore, the mapping
C(x) to the normalized underlying density function ⇢(x) on the surface is done by an inverse relationship
(Eq. 2) in order to govern the CVT optimization:
⇢(x) = (

4

C(x) 2
) .
6

(2)

Then, we compute the CVT restricted on the surface So following Yan et al. (2009), to obtain a distribution of cells following the thermal sensitivity distribution. Let X = (xi )ni=1 be an ordered set of n sites
on So . The Voronoi cell for xi is defined by i = {x 2 So |d(x, xi ) < d(x, xj ), j 6= i}, where d(·) denotes the
Euclidean distance. The energy function E(X) can now be written as follows
E(X) =

n Z
X
i=1

⇢(x)d(x, xi )dx.

(3)

i

For optimization we employ the Lloyd’s method Lloyd (1982) by iteratively updating the sites to the
centers of the Voronoi cells to minimize the energy function. Please note that in each iteration the center of
each cell is projected back on the surface So . Fig. 3 shows two 2D examples under uniform and non-uniform
thermal sensitivity distributions. A high sensitivity drives sparse but large Voronoi cells that enable a good
exposure of the skin to air when hollowing the cast.
4.2. B-Spline controlled hollowing
After constructing the CVT over the given surface, we apply a hollowing method to generate smooth
cancellous holes. The basic idea follows the work of You et al. (2016), in which only 2D porous structures
were discussed, though.
The hollowing process for each Voronoi cell is illustrated in Fig. 4. First, the cell i is re-scaled to form a
border of r. The parameter r here implies the hollowing ratio. We set r = 3mm in practice. Then, we take
the new cell vertices as the control points and use them to construct a closed B-Spline curve of degree three.
5
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Figure 4: Hollowing process: (a) given an arbitrary Voronoi cell, we scale it down by width r and get new vertices (white dots);
(b) we take the vertices as control points and generate a close B-Spline curve (blue line), and then project it onto the original
mesh (red line). (c) The hollowing mesh is constructed and extruded (d) to form a solid model.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Iterations for structural optimization. Starting from the hollowed model (a) with uniform thickness (2mm), we
iteratively thicken weak regions to obtain a cast which satisfies the given mechanical requirements (b-c).

We sample the closed curve and project the sampled points on the surface. Afterwards, we compute the
intersection between the projected curve and the original surface So by splitting and remeshing triangles of
the original mesh in the intersection area. Finally, we obtain a smooth, hollowed Voronoi cell. Once getting
the final mesh Sh for all cells, we extrude it along the surface normal direction to get a solid fabricable
model.
4.3. Structural analysis and optimization
To further enhance the sti↵ness of the rigid cast, we create a model with variable thickness, similar to
Zhang et al. (2017b). Each vertex x of the hollowed mesh Sh is extruded by a thickness function, denoted
by T (x) and the solid model is represented by Q(Sh , T (x)). The input of structural optimization is this
solid model with user defined external forces and fixtures. We analyze the stress distribution by using a
Finite Element Method (FEM) and obtain the von Mises stress for each element.
The goal of our optimization is to maximize the strength-to-weight ratio for the purpose of generating
the lightest model with enough strength to sustain given external forces. For this we use the local thickness
of the solid model as a variable of the objective function. We formulate the optimization problem by Eq. 4
where V ol(·) represents the volume of model, SM is the stress map computed by applying the forces F on
the model Q, is the yielding stress value of used material (by default we use = 2.5e7N/m2 for PLA
plastic).
arg min Vol(Q(Sh , T (x)))

s.t.

SM (Q, F ) <

(4)

T

Our strategy is to locally increase the thickness of the cast to satisfy given mechanical requirements. The
base model has a uniform thickness of 2mm. In each iteration, we increase the thickness of weak regions
where SM > . The iteration stops when no stress of any element is larger than
any more, or the
thickness reaches a heuristically defined upper bound of 7mm. To obtain a smooth modulation, we use a
Gaussian function as a smoothing operator for local thickness editing. Fig.5 shows an example of this kind
of structural enhancement.
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Figure 6: Computational pipeline for the flexible layer.

5. Flexible layer design
As mentioned above, we use deployable structures to form the flexible layer in order to achieve a consistent
fitting with the deformable body shape. We follow the basic technique from Konaković-Luković et al. (2018)
and adapt it to our problem by integrating the additional constraint that the structures need to provide
a durable elasticity for the swollen as well as the normal shape of the body part. The layer is formed
by polyhedral patterns that can be fabricated in a planar mode, which is very efficient and economic for
standard 3D printers. When deployed, the auxetic linkages allow the material sheet to uniformly stretch
and deform into the wanted curved surface. During the stretching process, the equilateral triangles of the
auxetic linkage together with the hexagonal openings tile the target surface in a tri-hexagonal pattern.
The major di↵erence to Konaković-Luković et al. (2018) is that we do not allow to reach the maximum
expansion for the 2D linkages, since this implies that no elasticity in the 3D target shape would be given
any more.
5.1. Computational pipeline
The objective for modelling the inner flexible layer is that it should provide consistent fitness for the
injured part. In other words, the flexible layer needs to tightly cover the skin along with the deformations
of the healing process, from swelling to normal states. To achieve this goal, we propose the constraint that
the tension of each vertex should always be larger than zero for modelling the deployable structures.
Therefore, we 3D-scan both the injured body part S and its counterpart in the normal state Sn and use
them as input shapes. The overall optimization pipeline is shown in Fig. 6. We mark the steps that are
di↵erent from Konaković-Luković et al. (2018) in red and will elaborate on them in the following sections.
The optimization for generating the planar linkage structure L2D has three steps: First, we regard the
inflated surface S as the target and construct initial 2D and 3D linkages following Konaković-Luković et al.
(2018). Second, during the 3D linkage optimization stage, we optimize the linkage structures L3D (S) and
L3D (Sn ) subsequently. Last, we map the linkage structure to the plane and optimize it in 2D (L2D ) under
the constraint that the tension is larger than zero everywhere.
5.2. 3D linkage optimization
Initialization. We first compute a conformal map f : S ! ⌦ to transform the target surface to a planar
domain ⌦ ⇢ R2 using the method of Sawhney and Crane (2017). After that, we uniformly sample the domain
⌦ to get a planar mesh with regular equilateral triangles. The resolution for the 2D mesh is determined by
the fabrication constraints. I.e., we initialize the mesh resolution to guarantee that the equilateral triangles
can be realized well by 3D printing. In our experiments, edges are restricted to be larger than 8mm for
our FDM printer. Once we have this triangle mesh, we produce an initial mesh by inversely mapping the
7

planar mesh onto S. The auxetic structure L3D is now initialized by connecting the edge midpoints for each
triangle in the initial mesh. This initial structure approximates the given surface S and will be optimized
in the next step.
Optimization on L3D (S). To obtain the curved target configuration for the linkage, we minimize the energy
function EL3D (S) (x) from Eq. (5) defined as the sum of four objective terms for the vertex positions x with
weights !i :
EL3D (S) (x) = !1 Eexpand (x) + !2 Eequi (x) + !3 Edesign (x) + !4 Eboundary (x),
Eboundary =

X

b2B

kxb

2

PB (xb )k2 .

(5)
(6)

Here, the first three items have the same definition as in Konaković-Luković et al. (2018), i.e., Eexpand
evaluates the fully expanded mesh, Eequi guarantees every triangle linkage to be equilateral at di↵erent
scales, Edesign ensures that L3D (S) is closely approximated to S. The term Eboundary (Eq. 6) describes the
boundary constraint for the cast, i.e., the auxetic structures have fixed boundaries, aligning with the outer
layer of the cast. In Eq. 6, b is a vertex index, B is the set of all vertices on the two end boundaries, and
PB (xb ) defines the projection of each triangle vertex to the boundary.
In the implementation, we set the weights in Eq. 5 to !1 = 2 and !2 = !3 = !4 = 100. We use a small
weight for the expansion energy Eexpand to provide space for extra expansions. A projective constraint
solver based on the open-source library Deuss et al. (2015) is used for the optimization.
Optimization on L3D (Sn ). To achieve a linkage configuration for the rehabilitated shape that is consistent
with L3D (S), we take the linkages from L3D (S), project them onto the normal surface Sn and further
optimize the auxetic structures by using the energy function EL3D (Sn ) (x) in Eq. 7, where 1 and 2 are
weights for the two terms. In practice, we set 1 = 2 = 1. The term Edesign now refers to the approximation
of Sn and Eedge (Eq. 8) evaluates the variation of the edge lengths.
EL3D (Sn ) (x) =
Eedge =

X

1 Edesign (x)

(k(xi , xj )k2

(i,j)2E

+

2 Eedge (x)

(7)

k(x̄i , x̄j )k2 )2

(8)

In Eq. 8, (i, j) denote the vertex indices of an edge, E is the set of edges of the linkage in L3D (Sn ) and
(x̄i , x̄j ) is the corresponding edge in the 3D linkage L3D (S).
5.3. 2D linkage optimization
The 3D optimization generates the nets L3D (Sn ) and L3D (Sn ), in which the linkages are in a partially
open state. Now we need to find the contracted linkage in the plane that defines the rest state of the material
to be fabricated and ensures a consistent fitting and tightness of the auxetic structure to the skin during
rehabilitation till the normal state of the skin was reached.
Let H be the collection of all hexagonal openings. Each hexagonal opening Hi 2 H has two extreme
states, the naturally flat state, and the fully expanded state. In the naturally flat state, the material
is relaxed and has no extension at all, while in the fully expanded state, we regard it to have maximal
extension. Based on this intuition, we employ the area to depict the tension of the hexagonal opening, and
by this the elasticity of the whole structure.
Let A(Hi ) denote the area of Hi . Af lat (Hi ) refers to the area of Hi in flat state and Amax (Hi ) refers to
the area of Hi with full expansion. Then, we have A(Hi ) < Amax (Hi ) since in the 3D linkage optimization
(Eq. 5) the expansion energy is controlled. The constraint that Hi is in tension, i.e., possessing tight fitting,
can be described by the partial expansion state, A(Hi ) > Af lat (Hi ).
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Figure 7: The planar linkage structure L2D in Fig. 6 can be rolled up in (a) without any stretch. (b) shows the maximum
expansion. (c) and (d) show deformation states of the structure on the inflated and normal skin. Red color denotes a large
stretch and white color indicates a small.
A(H ) A

(H )

i
i
f lat
In Fig. 7 we color-code the value Amax (H
for each Hi , to indicate the expansion extent for
i ) Af lat (Hi )
each hexagonal opening, and thus the elasticity of the structure.
During flattening, our method guarantees that the edge lengths of the auxetic structure in a planar
state do not change so that the auxetic structure is able to smoothly transform between the two states.
Meanwhile, the area of the hexagonal openings should be less than those in the fully expanded state to
provide elasticity for the consistent fitting during rehabilitating. Therefore, we formulate Eq. 9 to optimize
the 2D vertex coordinates u of the planar auxetic structure:

minimize

X

(k(ui , uj )k2

(i,j)2E

s.t.

k(xi , xj )k2 )2

8Hi , Af lat (Hi ) < A(Hi (S)), Af lat (Hi ) < A(Hi (Sn )).

(9)

The final flat optimized auxetic surface L2D is obtained by this optimization. It deploys to the desired
swollen target state and maintains a tight contact with the skin till the normal state. If not, we reduce the
area of the hexagonal openings in the planar state by decreasing the minimal angle of the hexagons.
Joint enhancement. As mentioned above, planar auxetic structure allows an easy fabrication by 3D printing
or laser cutting. However, some constraints of fabrication accuracy and joint stability have to be considered.
As an example we locally increase the material around each joint by attaching a disk to avoid fracturing
while stretching, see Fig. 8b.
6. Results
We implemented our method in C++, using a Windows 10 system with an Intel R CoreTM i7-7700K
CPU @ 3.6GHz and 16GB RAM. We use a handhold rapid scan device of the company SHINING 3D R
EinScan-Pro+ for scanning the body parts, usually done within 10 minutes. Since the thickness of the inner
layer is 1mm in fabrication, the o↵set mesh So acting as the target surface of the outer layer is in a distance
of 1mm to the initial surface S.
Time efficiency. Our method at the same time optimizes the outer rigid cover and the inner linkages to
obtain a consistently fitting personalized cast. In the computation of outer rigid cover, we optimize the
hollowed geometry and non-uniform thickness of the cast. The surface optimization has first to construct a
CVT on So . For both CVT computation and hollowing operation, the time consumption mostly depends
9

on the number of sites and mesh facets. The number of sites is a user-controlled parameter, indicating the
pattern distributions of the rigid cover. More sites generates denser patterns and more materials. Less sites
leans to sparser distributions of Voronoi cells and less controlling freedom. Empirically, the number of sites
is 100-200 based on our experiments. For optimizing the thickness, our method consumes most time for
stress analysis. We use the commercial software Abaqus for stress analysis, which finishes one iteration of
the optimization within 40 seconds. A model in our experiments typically needed 3-5 iterations to satisfy
the given mechanical requirements.
In the optimization of the linkage structure, we need to generate the structure on the surface of the swollen
and the normal parts of the human body and then flatten it for fabrication. During these procedures, time
consumption mostly depends on the 2D mesh resolution and number of surface facets. Our projective
constraint solver is based on the open-source library ShapeOp Deuss et al. (2015), most time is spent on
projecting the auxetic structure onto the target surface.
Table. 1 summarizes the detailed timings of our algorithm. It gives information about the 3D-scanned
models of di↵erent body parts, including number of facets in the mesh (#facets) and sites for the CVT
computation(#sites). Furthermore, the time consumption for surface optimization (SOpt.T.) and thickness
optimization (TOpt.T.) of the rigid cover is given. Timing for optimizing the flexible layer is shown in
column InOpt.T.. The column PlanarRes. lists the linkage resolution, representing the number of linkages
in the bounding box of the 2D mesh. Here, the number is computed by length of the edges, which is 8mm
in our setting.
Table 1: Size of our models and duration of the optimization.

Cast
Right Arm
Left Arm
Left Leg

#facets
28.6k
34.8k
63.8k

#sites
150
150
200

SOpt.T.(s)
7
8
15

TOpt.T.(s)
102
170
172

PlanarRes.
16*20
25*32
30*39

InOpt.T.(s)
42
162
621

Table 2: Statistics of the physical casts and fabrication time.

Cast
Right Arm
Left Arm
Left Leg

Figure
1
8
10

Dimensions (mm3 )
145*76*81
188*88*82
283*134*144

Volume (cm3 )
37.98
73.91
161.72

OutFabT.(h)
7
13.5
25.4

InFabT.(h)
3.4
8.3
14.6

InCutT.(h)
1.2
2.6
3.34

Cast fabrication. The rigid outer cover is fabricated by FDM-based 3D-printing using polylactide (PLA)
material and performed in two pieces that are combined to form the cast. As for the flexible inner layer,
due to the fact that it is planar we can either 3D print it using thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), or use
laser cutting on polypropylene (PP) plastic sheets. Both fabrication manners can be done efficiently and at
economic costs.
Table. 2 lists the size of the cast (Dimensions) together with the figure index (Figure), the final volume
(Volume) and fabrication time of the outer rigid cover (OutFabT.). We also list time for fabricating the
inner flexible layer in two di↵erent ways: 3D printing (InFabT.) and laser cutting (InCutT.).
Parts assembly. We stitch the inner layer using thin strings along with two corresponding side edges. Predesigned holes (side edges) are located in non-critical parts of body part of the patients. We add a 2.5mm
boundary of the inner layer for stitching convenience.
In order to simulate the swelling and rehabilitation of the injured body, our human models wore several
sports armbands to mimic the deformations on the arm and leg shape. Fig. 9 and 11 show the deformation
of our auxetic structures on the surface of left arm and left leg while the simulated habilitation process.
Both elasticity distribution and real wearing results show that the flexible layer provides a consistent fitting
to the skin.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8: Physical results of a cast for the left arm. (a) 3D-scanned swollen surface; (b) 3D-printed inner layer with TPU
material; (The enlarged region shows the disk replacing each joint.) (c) 3D printed outer layer in PLA; (d) final double-layer
cast on the left arm.

The two separate parts of the outer rigid cover are perforated at side edges in order to be assembled
together by nylon cables. The two layers share the same end boundaries so that they are both stationary
when we fix the two end boundaries of our cast. It was convenient for our test users to wear the double-layer
cast. In our experiments, we spent only 3 minutes equipping the inner layer and about 20 seconds for
assembling and placing the outer layer.
3D printing results and application of our casts on di↵erent parts of the human body are shown in Figs. 8
and 10. We also fabricated flexible inner layers via laser cutting, as shown in Fig. 12.
7. Conclusion and Future Work
We have proposed a novel framework for modeling personalized orthopedic casts, considering deformations of the body shapes caused by swelling and later reduction during rehabilitation. Our casts made

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9: Flexible layer of the left arm. Top row: simulation of the deformation of the auxetic structures with the same color
coding as in Fig. 7. Bottom row: physical deformation and fitting of the flexible layer worn by a user. From left to right we
show the deformation during the process of rehabilitation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 10: Physical results of a cast of the left leg: (a) 3D-scanned swollen surface; (b) 3D-printed inner layer in TPU; (c) 3D
printed outer layer in PLA; (d) the double-layer cast on the left leg.

by the combination of two layers to satisfy requirements such as sti↵ness, well-ventilated, lightweight, and
flexible. The rigid layer is created by using optimized Voronoi tessellations restricted on the surface and
smooth carved holes controlled by B-Splines. The flexible layer is formed by auxetic structures which guarantee elasticity along with shape deformations during rehabilitation. To our knowledge, this is the first
attempt to provide such a fine accommodation on local deformations caused by inflammations and swellings
in modelling personalized orthopedic casts. Feedback from patients that wear our casts are collected during
ongoing on-site tests in hospitals. They are supposed to help us to further improve the feasibility of our
proposed methods.
Limitations: One limitation of our flexible structure is that if the underlying shape is too complex, like
requiring singularities, there would be many cuts in the flattening which would make the fabrication and
assembly infeasible. The need to obtain the counterpart normal shape of the injured body part as an input
might be hard to obtain sometimes. In such cases, we may deform the injured shape to predict the healed
surface. Integrating such an automatic generation of the normal shape into our framework we see as close
future work.
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